
Groundwater overuse

KEY TERMS 

Sea water salinity:
It can vary, but it  
is approximately  
35,000 milligrams per 
litre (mg/L).

Fresh water:
Suitable for drinking 
water. The preferred 
salinity is anything less 
than 500 mg/L, but up to 
1,000mg/L is acceptable.

Groundwater is under threat in many parts 
of the world. Growing populations are 
searching for new sources of clean water. 
Nearly one billion people worldwide rely on 
water from beneath the ground and therefore 
it is important that the resource is used and 
managed wisely.

Although groundwater can be a substantive 
resource, if too much is extracted over a period 
of time, a range of problems can arise.  
These include:
•	 	loss	of	access	to	users,	as	waterlevels	are	

lowered beneath their pumps
•	 	in-flow	of	more	salty	water	from	surrounding	

areas, reducing the quality of the 
groundwater so it can no longer be used
•	 	reducing	the	capacity	of	the	soil	to	support	its	

own weight, resulting in the soil compacting, 
and the ground surface subsiding. 

Groundwater management is about preventing 
these adverse outcomes occurring.  

Tropical Island Hydrogeology

A classic example of some of the problems  
with depletion are amplified on tropical  
island, primarily those formed of coral, 
limestone and sand.  

A tropical island is effectively a simplified 
water balance.  There is little storage in the 
unsaturated zone and, at an island scale, the 
“through-flow”	is	of	salty	water,	so	affects	use.		
Vegetation is primarily using water directly from 
the	watertable.		It	is	more	like	a	“tank”	that	fills	
and empties over the wet / dry cycle.

This is a simple representation of a cut 
through a tropical island.  It captures the main 
processes that pass water into the groundwater 
and	then	flow	through	it.		Much	of	groundwater	
management	is	based	on	trying	to	“balance”	the	
various components of the water cycle. 

 From a groundwater perspective, one of the 
key components of the process is the volume 
of water that reaches the watertable to form 
groundwater.  This is recharge.  The amount of 
water that can pass through the unsaturated 
zone to the watertable to form recharge is a 
product of atmospheric processes (primarily 
rainfall), the amount that evaporates from the 
soil or is used by plants (collectively called 
evapotranspiration) and how much water is 
stored in the soil profile as it moves through it.  

A	relationship	developed	by	W.	Badon-Ghijben	
(1888, 1889) and A. Herzberg (1901) (the 
Ghyben-Herzberg	relation)	demonstrated	that	
for every unit height of freshwater ABOVE sea 
level had a corresponding 40 units BELOW 
the watertable.  So even for tropical islands 
that have a very low relief, it only takes a 
groundwater level of a metre or more above sea 
level to have a 40 metre depth of fresh water 
below the island.

This lens of fresh water supports the vegetation 
and the population of the island.  It is sustained 
by direct rainfall.  As the freshwater is used, 
it is replaced by salty water.  Over an annual 
wet / dry cycle, water use must be balanced to 
ensure a sustainable supply is provided.

As	the	fresh	water	is	pumped,	the	“head”	
or elevation of fresh water above sea level 
decreases, the underlying thickness of fresh 
water also reduces – all the time maintaining 
this 1:40 approximate relationship.  When 
it rains, the fresh water is replenished and 
“stored”	beneath	the	island	by	displacing	 
salty water.
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FIGURE 7.1  TROPICAL ISLAND FRESH WATER LENSE.

FIGURE 7.2  CHANGE IN THICKNESS OF FRESH WATER  
WHEN PUMPED.
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KEY TERMS 

Artesian groundwater:
Groundwater that has 
a sufficient pressure 
underground, that it will 
flow	to	the	surface	by	
itself, without pumping.

wasted water

The Great Artesian Basin represents a vast 
resource of groundwater under much of 
Queensland, NSW and South Australia.  
Over much of the basin, groundwater is 
artesian	–	that	is	it	will	flow	to	the	surface	
without pumping.  In the past, people were 
allowed to sink bores to access groundwater 
from	the	Great	Artesian	Basin	and	just	leave	 
the	water	flowing	at	the	surface.	This	was	a	
huge waste.  It also resulted in the artesian 
pressure of the aquifer starting to fall, falling 
so	far	that	bores	that	used	to	flow	no	longer	
flowed.		This	affected	stock	access	to	this	
vast part of the continent and threatened 
environmental values such as springs sources 
from the artesian waters.  

The Great Artesian Basin Sustainability 
Initiative (GABSI) which began in 1999 has 
capped many bores so that water is no longer 
wasted. As a result, pressures are being 
restored to the aquifer.  
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KEY TERMS 

Contaminant:
A	natural	or	man-made	
substance, that when 
dissolved in groundwater, 
changes its quality.

Pollution:
When a contaminant has 
sufficient concentration to 
reduce the possible uses 
of the groundwater. 

contamination and pollution

Water in its natural state is never pure. It 
contains trace amounts of minerals, organic 
matter and chemicals. These are known as 
solutes. We can tolerate certain levels of some 
solutes whilst the smallest trace of others can 
cause us harm. It is therefore important to 
monitor the chemistry of the water we use.

Contamination or the pollution of groundwater 
can	occur	when	man-made	or	natural	liquids	
and / or solids are leaked, spilt or abandoned 
where they are in contact with groundwater, 
or	can	flow	to	groundwater.	Common	
contaminants include salts or brines, metals 
(eg. lead, nickel, iron, chromium), nutrients (eg. 
sewage, fertilizers, landfills), organics (eg. fuel, 
oils,	tars,	dry	cleaning	fluids)	and	inorganics	
(eg. arsenic, cyanide, pesticides). Less 
common, but important contaminants include 
radioactive products and pathogens  
(eg. medical waste landfills).

When assessing the significance of 
contamination of groundwater, there are three 
main considerations.

What is the source? The source is characterized 
as the type of contaminant, what form is it in 
(solid, liquid, gas), how soluble is it, how dense 
is it, where it is coming from and is it still being 
refreshed, or is it a legacy of past activities. 

What is the receptor for the contaminant?  
Who or what does the contaminant pose a risk 
to. This can include the use of groundwater 
for potable or agricultural use, the leaking of 
contaminated groundwater into surface water 
affecting surface water users, or affecting 
environmental values dependent  
on groundwater.  

What is the pathway that links the source to the 
receptor? This considers how a contaminant 
moves from the source area to where it may 
have an impact. The key consideration is what 
happens to it along the pathway, as this will 
change the concentration and potentially the 
toxicity of the contaminant.

This Source – Pathway – Receptor model is the 
basic framework for contaminated groundwater 
risk assessments. It is also a useful framework 
to consider contamination in general.  

Source

Sources of contamination are often referred 
to as either point source or diffuse source.  
A single source in an area is known as a 
point source. Examples of point sources 
of contamination include past and present 
manufacturing facilities, chemical processing 
and storage facilities, fuel storage and 
distribution facilities, landfills and dry  
cleaning facilities.  

If contamination occurs as a result of numerous 
small sources over a large area or is related to 
application of chemicals over a large area, it is 
known	as	diffuse-source	pollution.	Examples	
of diffuse source include use of fertilizers and 
pesticides in agriculture, large scale military 
weapons ranges and some of the larger mining 
tailings facilities. 

Pathway for contaminants

The main pathway discussed here assumes 
that the contaminant has reached the aquifer, 
and the pathway is the groundwater system.  
This assumes that the contaminant is soluble 
(dissolves) in the groundwater, and that the 
dissolved concentration of contamination 
creates	a	“plume”	of	polluted	groundwater	
within the aquifer. In reality, there are also 
contaminants, particularly light organic 
contaminants such as petrol, and heavier 
organic contaminants such as solvents, that 
will	either	float	on	the	water	(light,	non-
aqueous phase liquid or LNAPL) or sink 
through	the	water	(dense,	non-aqueous	phase	
liquid or DNAPL).  These can provide long term 
“sources”	of	dissolved	contaminants,	as	they	
slowly dissolve over long periods of time.  

FIGURE 7.3  EXAMPLE SOURCES OF CONTAMINATION 
 OF GROUNDWATER.
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KEY TERMS 

Non-aqueous phase 
liquids (NAPLs):
Liquids that do not 
dissolve, or only dissolve 
slowly, in water.

contamination and pollution

For the contaminants that dissolve in the 
groundwater, the concentration of the 
contamination	is	affected	by	the	journey	
through the aquifer. Five main processes that 
affect the concentration of the contaminant as it 
moves through the ground are discussed here.  
Although these processes can be complex, the 
basic concepts are important to understand the 
potential risk to the receptor.

Advective transport: This assumes that a 
contaminant moves uniformly through the 
aquifer at the average velocity of groundwater 
flow.		That	is,	if	you	put	a	drop	of	contaminant	
into the groundwater, the drop would move at  
a uniform speed through the aquifer, and retain 
its source concentration throughout.  

Mechanical	dispersion:		In	reality,	in	an	aquifer	
made of soil and rock particles, even if every 
molecule of contaminant moved at the same 
velocity, the pathways between the soil and 
rock will have different lengths (Figure 7.6). 

If the concentration at some point distant from 
the source is measured continuously, it will 
measure different concentrations at different 
times, as the contaminants move through the 
different pathways (Figure 7.7)

Retardation:  As well as the pathways through 
the particles of soil and rock that make up the 
aquifer affecting movement of contaminants, 
often the contaminant may react with the soil 
and rock.  One such reaction is retardation, 
where	the	contaminant	is	“bonded”	to	the	
surface of the soil or rock for a period of 
time, then released back into the water. This 
further disperses the concentration of the 
contaminant as it moves through the aquifer.  
Where the source of contamination is a mixture 
of	chemicals,	retardation	can	“split”	the	plume	
into its different chemicals depending on  
their retardation reactions within the  
aquifer (Figure 7.8).

FIGURE 7.4  COMPLEX SOURCE AND PATHWAY 
RELATIONSHIPS FOR CONTAMINANTS IN GROUNDWATER.

FIGURE 7.5  ADVECTIVE PROCESS –THE SOURCE 
CONCENTRATION IS RETAINED, AS IT MOVES UNIFORMLY 
THROUGH THE AQUIFER.

C = concentration at a time after the contaminant reached the 
groundwater, C0 is the starting concentration.

C = concentration at a time after the contaminant reached the 
groundwater, C0 is the starting concentration.

FIGURE 7.7  DISPERSIVE PROCESS – THE SOURCE 
CONCENTRATION VARIES AS IT MOVES THROUGH  
DIFFERENT PATHWAYS THROUGH THE AQUIFER.

FIGURE 7.6  CONTAMINANTS ARE “DISPERSED” AS  
THEY FOLLOW DIFFERENT FLOW PATHS THROUGH THE  
SOIL AND ROCK.
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Remediation:
An activity that 
reduces contaminant 
concentrations in 
groundwater to restore  
its original uses, to 
increase its possible  
uses or to reduce the 
risk to a receptor to an 
acceptable level.

contamination and pollution

All of the three processes above involve the 
conservation of contaminant mass. That is, the 
mass of contamination that enters the aquifer 
will	flow	through	the	aquifer	and	ultimately	
reach or pass the receptor. However, as with 
the retardation reactions, in some cases, the 
contaminant may react with the soil, rock or 
even the water itself and be removed from  
the groundwater.  

Reaction with the soil and rock: Dependent  
on the contaminant and the soil and rock it  
is passing through, in many type of cases  
there will be a reaction. This reaction may  
bind the contaminant permanently into the 
soil or rock, or may change the composition  
of the contaminant.

Biodegradation:  With organic contaminants, 
natural bugs in the soil and groundwater may 
actually	digest	the	contaminant,	creating	by-
products that may be less (but in some cases 
can be more) harmful.  In the best cases, the 
by-products	are	benign,	and	the	risk	of	the	
contaminant is totally removed. 

Cleaning up of contamination

The best way to clean up contamination is to 
prevent it ever occurring in the first place!  
Prevention is the only truly effective way of 
ensuring groundwater resources remain fit for 
their beneficial uses.

In many cases, cleaning up contamination is 
about reducing the risk to the receptor to an 
acceptable level. This can be done in a range  
of ways.  

•	 	Move	the	receptor	further	from	the	source	
(increases the time for processes in the 
aquifer to reduce concentrations)

•	 	Reduce	the	source	concentration	(so	the	
concentration at the receptor is acceptable)

•	 	Place	barriers	to	the	flow	of	groundwater,	
separating source from receptor

•	 	Make	reactions	with	the	contaminant	
happen, by introducing other reactive 
chemicals, introducing bugs into the 
groundwater that will digest the contaminant 
(bioremediation), enhancing the natural 
populations of bugs by giving them nutrients 
and heat

•	 	Monitor	and	observe	the	natural	processes	
at work, changing concentrations and update 
risk assessment to receptor as necessary 
(monitored natural attenuation).

These methods are regularly employed in the 
remediation of contaminated sites throughout 
Australia and overseas.  

Getting Gas from Coal

One of the most prominent issues in the media 
today	is	the	in-situ	generation	of	gas	from	
buried coal seams. Coal seam gas or coal 
gas	has	generated	intense	interest	not	just	
because of the gas, but because of the process 
for getting the gas out which requires pumping 
of	groundwater,	“fraccing”	and	closely	space	
bores across the landscape.  

FIGURE 7.8  RETARDATION “SEPARATING” OUT A MIXED 
CONTAMINANT PLUME.
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KEY TERMS 

Hydraulic fracturing or 
“fraccing”:
Is the process of pumping 
water, sand and in some 
cases chemicals into hard 
coal or shale to open up 
fractures, increasing the 
permeability to allow 
more gas out.

contamination and pollution

There are three main ways of getting gas out of 
coal	and	other	carbon-rich	rocks.		

•	 	Coal	Seam	Gas	(CSG)	or	Coal	Seam	Methane	
(CSM)	is	the	process	of	drilling	into	a	buried	
coal seam to free gas trapped with the coal.  

•	 	Underground	Coal	Gasification	(UCG)	is	
where a bore is drilled into a buried coal 
seam, and then chemicals, heat or other 
additives are introduced to start a chemical 
reaction in the coal seam that generates gas.  

•	 	Shale	Gas	is	where	a	bore	is	drilled	not	into	
coal, but carbon rich shale rock to free gas 
generated in the shale.

Hydraulic	fracturing	or	“fraccing”	is	the	process	
of pumping water, sand and in some cases 
chemicals into hard coal or shale to open up 
fractures, increasing the permeability of the 
seam to allow more gas out. The sand is added 
so that when a fracture is forced open by the 
high pressure water, sand is forced into the 
crack to keep it open when the water pressure 
is turned off. Chemicals are used to help open 
fractures by reacting with the coal or shale.

Hydraulic fracturing has become prominent 
because of the coal gas industry. However, it is 
a technique that has been used over decades 
in	“traditional”	gas	and	oil	production	and	the	
generation of geothermal energy. 

Coal Seam Gas / Methane (CSG/M)

In Australia, the most significant potential for 
gas generation is from buried coal seams. 

The coal is too deep or too thin to commercially 
mine, however, gas trapped in the coal can still 
be generated. For gas to be freed from the coal, 
it requires permeability within the coal to allow 
the gas to move to the collection point (the 
bore) and a reduction in the pressure in the  
coal	to	allow	the	gas	to	flow.		

Coal seams often have significant permeability 
for water and gas, and the only thing required 
is to be able to lower the pressure to allow 
the	gas	to	flow.	Where	there	is	not	sufficient	
permeability in the coal, hydraulic fracturing 
may be used to create the necessary 
permeability. The most common way of 
reducing the pressure within the coal is to 
pump groundwater. As the water is pumped out, 
it creates localized low pressure zone around 
the bore. Once critical pressures are reached, 
the	gas	will	naturally	flow	out,	often	with	the	
water. The water and gas are separated, and 
the water disposed of. 
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FIGURE 7.9   
HYDRAULIC FRACTURING  
OR “FRACCING” 

Source:   
Google images

FIGURE 7.10  EXAMPLE COAL BED METHANE BORE
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contamination and pollution

How the water is managed is a key issue with 
CSM.	The	continued	reduction	in	groundwater	
levels over vary large areas can affect overlying 
groundwater resources by draining water 
downward, by contaminating the water with 
gas	and	gas-byproducts,	or	by	reducing	the	
soils capacity to support itself, resulting in 
the ground compacting and sinking. Often 
the pumped water is salty, and therefore 
disposing it to waterways can have significant 
environmental impacts. It is commonly put 
into large basins and allowed to evaporate.  
Increasingly, there is pressure to pump the 
water back into the aquifer to maintain overall 
water pressures over the aquifer. Water 
management	is	a	major	consideration	in	any	
CSG/M	project.

Underground Coal Gasification (USG)

USG	is	a	more	active	process	for	generating	 
gas from coal. Additives, such as heat, 
chemicals or the application of pressure  
are used to start a reaction in the coal. The 
reaction may be continued and maintained  
by the addition of oxygen or something else 
that the reaction needs to keep

it going. Often, the reaction may be started at 
one point, and the gas is collected by a series  
of bores around the initiating bore. 

The gas is extracted by creating a zone of low 
pressure, usually by extracting groundwater 
from the receiving bores. As the process creates 
a reaction, there is an increased potential 
that	the	by-products	of	tehe	reaction	may	be	
harmful. Careful management of the water and 
of	the	by-products	are	key	issues	 
with	UCG.	

Shale Gas

Shale gas works on similar principles to coal 
seam gas, only the gas is trapped in and must 
be freed from shale rock.  It is much more 
common for shale gas to require hydraulic 
fracturing to create the permeability to allow 
the	gas	to	flow	out.		
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FIGURE 7.11  UNDERGROUND COAL GASIFICATION.  
Source:  Google images
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Challenges for the CSG / USG /  
Shale gas industry

The current concerns of the processes for 
generating gas from buried coal and shale 
centres on three main things:

•	 	Pumping	water	from	aquifers:	this	is	a	water	
management issue, like any other extraction.  
In	this	case	the	“production”	water	is	
extracted primarily to reduce pressure in the 
coal/shale. However, lowering the pressure 
can increas leakage of water from overlying 
aquifers that may be used for agricultural 
or other productive uses. This is a resource 
SHARE issue.  

•	 	Contamination	of	aquifers:	The	generation	
of	gas,	and	in	some	cases	with	other	by-
products such as benzene (a carcinogen) 
has the potential to contaminate overlying or 
underlying groundwater resources through 
natural leakage through the layers between 
the aquifers, or by leaking along or out of 
pooly constructed or damaged bores.  Once 
again the concern is the loss of a resource 
that is used for agriculture and in some 
cases as drinking water.

contamination and pollution

There	is	a	concern	that	“Fraccing”	will	increase	
the permeability BETWEEN layers, making 
leakage of water and contaminants and gas 
more likely.  

•		Subsidence:	pumping	water	over	large	 
areas can result in the soil layers  
compacting, resulting in the ground  
surface	“sinking”.	This	affects	natural	
drainage	patterns,	potential	flooding	and	 
can disrupt roads, drains, pipes, cables  
and building foundations. 

Future management

Generating gas from buried coal and shale 
is another user of groundwater resources. 
Management	of	the	groundwater	must	 
consider how it can be undertaken whilst 
minimising impacts on other users of 
groundwater. Options for management include:

•		Process	improvements	to	reduce	water	use	
(CSG)	and	USG	by-products

•		Use	of	managed	aquifer	recharge	to	re-inject	
the groundwater into the aquifers

•		Improved	geological	analysis	of	coal	seams	 
to better contain any contaminant

•	Improved	monitoring	and	management	plans
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FIGURE 7.12   THERE IS GROWING CONCERN ABOUT THE 
IMPACTS OF GETTING GAS FROM BURIED COAL

FIGURE 7.13  DRILL RIG SITE FOR DRILLING A BORE AND 
COMPLETING HYDRAULIC FRACTURING (FRACCING)

FIGURE 7.14  KNOWING THE IMPACTS IS AN IMPORTANT PART 
OF GAS FROM COAL DEVELOPMENTS
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